
Carbon Monoxide Poisoning:  
Play it safe with early detection. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a highly dangerous, 
colorless and odorless gas. Fuel-burning  

equipment and appliances – such as furnaces, 
boilers, ranges, water heaters, space heaters, 
grills and standby generators – which aren’t 

working properly or are misused  
may produce CO.

Know the Signs
CO can build to a dangerous level in your  

home or business, causing unconsciousness,  
brain damage and even death. Signs of CO  

poisoning are often mistaken for flu symptoms  
(and clear up when you breathe fresh air):

• headaches  • nausea 
• vomiting   • dizziness 

• fatigue 

CO poisoning also affects pets.
 

Follow these Safety Steps

To protect you and your family,  
NJNG encourages everyone to:

• Properly install CO detectors and alarms 
 that meet the Underwriters Laboratories  

Standard 2034 safety standard. 

• Keep vents and chimneys clear of debris.

• Never run a generator inside your home,  
basement or garage or closer than  

20 feet from your home. 



Prevent CO Poisoning

Keep your natural gas appliances operating  
safely and efficiently. Each year, have a licensed 

technician maintain and inspect  all your  
fuel-burning appliances, heating equipment  

and venting systems. Immediately call for service  
if you suspect a problem with your equipment.

And remember to change the batteries in  
your smoke and CO detectors. You should also 
replace your CO detectors as recommended by  

the manufacturer – generally every five to seven 
years, depending on the model. Some models  
beep when they need to be replaced; others  
remain silent. Please make sure to read the  
manufacturer’s instructions before installing.

What to do if you suspect  
the presence of CO 

If your CO alarm sounds or you suspect  
CO poisoning, immediately go outside to get fresh 

air and call 911 from a safe location. Then call  
the New Jersey Poison Control Center at  

800-222-1222 and NJNG at 800-221-0051.

For additional CO safety tips,  
visit njng.com/safety.
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